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The Abreu Family
Movers and Shakers in Nineteenth Century New Mexico
by
Doyle Daves, HSNM Board Member

Members of the Abreu family
were among the most prominent
and consequential of New
Mexicans during the nineteenth
century. Unlike most Spanish surnames in New Mexico, Abreu (said
to be a Portuguese adaptation of
an earlier French name) cannot be
traced to the 1598 entrada of Don
Juan de Oñate or De Vargas's recolonization of 1692 following the
Pueblo Revolt. The Abreus arrived
later.
The First Generation.
The first of this name in New
Mexico was Santiago Abreu, born
about 1758 in Cataluña in the
Spanish province of Catalonia.
Santiago arrived in Chihuahua
from Spain in 1795, where he subsequently served as an officer with
the rank of alférez segundo (second ensign). In Chihuahua, he
soon married Maria Soledad De la
O. He was transferred to the presidio at Santa Fe by 1797. Soon
after the Abreus arrived in Santa
Fe, Santiago retired from his military career and was appointed by
the government as collector of taxes on tobacco, playing cards, and
gun powder. In Santa Fe, four children were born to the Abreus—
three sons, Santiago II, Ramon,

The contemporary Abreu family at a recent gathering.
and Marcelino; and a daughter
who died as an infant. The elder
Santiago died at Santa Fe in 1814,
and Maria Soledad remained there
to raise her children, dying in 1829.
The Second Generation.
The three Abreu brothers,
Santiago, Ramon, and Marcelino
grew to manhood amid the privileged circle of Santa Fe military
and governmental elite families.
Despite the death of their father
while they were still children, the
status and resources of the family
continued and aided the emergence of the brothers as prominent
citizens. -Two of the brothers,

Santiago and Ramon, had exceptional careers.
Santiago Abreu II. The oldest
of the brothers, Santiago, born
about 1800, quickly established
himself within the New Mexico
government. In 1825, he was
selected as the New Mexico Deputy
to the newly established Mexican
Congress that followed Mexican
independence from Spain in 1821.
While attending the Congress in
Mexico City, Santiago presciently
warned the government about the
dangers of tolerating Americans in
New Mexico who were streaming
in after the opening of the Santa Fe

Trail in 1821. In 1829, Santiago
Abreu, himself, traveled the Santa
Fe Trail to the American states in
connection with Mexican government business. In 1832, he became
Jefe Politico (Governor) of New
Mexico. Following his two-year
service as chief executive,
Santiago Abreu held other prominent government positions. In
August of 1837, as a close associate
of then governor Albino Perez, he
became a victim of the anti-tax
uprising known as the Chimayo
Revolt. In the tumult of the revolt,
Santiago, Governor Perez, and
continued on page 2 

Treasures Hidden in County Records
The Unveiling of the 1908 Coroner's Report on the Death of Pat Garrett
by Dawn Santiago, La Crónica Editor and HSNM Board Memeber

Historians and genealogists are
constantly searching for documents that can shed light on a
famous moment in history or fill in
a detail in a family's story. One
location often overlooked is the
archives on a more local level—
the county courthouse in the
county clerk's office. Legal and
government documents created in
the course of a person's life are a
great source of information. While
in some states, these records can
eventually be relocated to other
repositories, in New Mexico, they
often remain at the county level.
One such example is Doña Ana
County, which was established in
1852. Aware of the value and
importance of the historic records
housed in the County Clerk's
Office, the current Doña Ana
County Clerk, Scott Krahling, has
overseen a project to organize and
preserve these records. He and his
employees reached out to professional archivists and the New

Mexico State Historian Rick
Hendricks, who is an ex-oficio
board member of the Historical
Society of New Mexico, for advice
and training. The employees then
commenced going through boxes
of old records.
In November of 2016, Angelica
Valenzuela, records and filing
supervisor in the County Clerk's
Office, found an interesting century-old document mixed in with
other papers. Upon reading the
one-page handwritten document,
Valenzuela immediately knew she
had found a treasure—the
Coroner's jury report on the death
of Pat Garrett. (See inset for transcription of the document on page
4.)
The name Pat Garrett is wellknown in the annals of New
Mexico history, and his death on
February 29, 1908, when he was
shot east of Las Cruces, is still a
contentious subject. Wayne Brazel
confessed to the killing, but was

acquitted by a trial jury. Many historians have theorized that there
was more to the story and perhaps
someone else did the deed.
Consequently, researchers have
looked for documents that could
shed light on the facts of Pat
Garrett's death.
To celebrate the finding of this
document and bring awareness to
the preservation project by the
County Clerk's Office, on June 16,
2017, County Clerk Scott Krahling
hosted a formal unveiling of the
Coroner's Report in the County
Commissioners' Chambers in Las
Cruces. To showcase what documents are in the care of the County
Clerk and are available to the public and researchers, ledgers and
individual documents were displayed on the side of the room.
In conjunction of the unveiling, the Doña Ana County Board of
Commissioners proclaimed June
16 as "Pat Garrett Day" to honor the
infamous lawman who once

Coroner's Jury Report on the Death of
Pat Garrett, February 29, 1908.

served as the sheriff of Doña Ana
County. Also, the proclamation
encouraged everyone "to recognize the role of the County Clerk's
office in our community to preserve and protect our public
records that enrich the history and
culture of our County and become
valuable part of our heritage for
generations."
continued on page 3 

The Abreu Family... (continued from page 1)
other close associates, including
Santiago's brothers, Ramon and
Marcelino, were brutally murdered. At his death, Santiago left a
wife and several children. At age
eighteen, he had married Maria
Josefa Refugio Baca; at his untimely death, Josefa was left to raise a
family of children aged six to nineteen.
Ramon Abreu. Patriarch
Santiago Abreu and María
Soledad's second son, Ramon
Abreu, was born about 1806 in
Santa Fe. Like his brother Santiago
II, Ramon had an impressive governmental career. When Santiago was
serving as governor, Ramon served
as a close aide. In 1832 after Cura
Jose Francisco Leyva, parish priest
at San Miguel del Bado, wrote to
the government in Santa Fe proposing the establishment of a new
settlement at Las Vegas Grandes,
Ramon Abreu led the government
inquiry to evaluate the proposal.
Later, Ramon Abreu served as prefecto (principal government official) at Taos. In addition to his public career, Ramon is also credited
with the importation of the first
printing press to New Mexico in
1834 which published New
Mexico's first newspaper, El
Crepusculo de la Libertad (Dawn of
Liberty) in Santa Fe. By the next
year, the press was transported to
Taos with El Crepusculo de la
Libertad continuing its run under
the auspices of famed Padre Jose
Antonio Martinez. Following

Ramon's death in the Chimayo
Revolt, his widow, Maria Pelegrina
Dominguez, sold the printing press
outright to Padre Martinez. Ramon
and his wife Maria had a single son,
Jose Francisco de Paula Luz, born
in 1831.
The Third Generation.
There were numerous third generation Abreus in New Mexico, as
both Santiago II and Marcelino left
large families upon their deaths in
1837. Several of these Abreus had
impressive careers, with two selected to represent this generation.
Jesus Gil Abreu. Born in 1823,
Jesus Abreu was fourteen when his
father, Santiago Abreu II, died. As a
young man, Jesus traveled the
Santa Fe Trail to Missouri and then
on to Kentucky where he spent
three years. He then returned to
Missouri where he worked as a
store clerk for John Calvin McCoy,
known as the founder of Kansas
City. In 1846, now fluent in English
and with extensive American experience, Jesus returned to New
Mexico during the MexicanAmerican War with the invading
Army of the West commanded by
General Stephen Watts Kearny.
Jesus Abreu had been hired as a
sutler and interpreter and
remained with the army as it traveled through New Mexico and
down the Camino Real to
Chihuahua.
After returning to New Mexico
after the war was over, Jesus served
a government contractor carrying

mail between Santa Fe and
Leavenworth, Kansas between
1847-1849. After a two-year
sojourn in California in the early
1850s, Jesus returned to New
Mexico where he married Petra
Beaubien, daughter of Charles
Beaubien, who was co-recipient
with Guadalupe Miranda of the
immense land grant in northern
New Mexico and southern
Colorado, known today as the
Maxwell Land Grant. Over a long
career, Jesus developed an impressive ranch at Rayado and was
involved in many other successful
business ventures, including merchandising, railroading, and banking. For many years, Jesus Abreu
was considered to be among the
leading businessmen of New
Mexico.
Francisco P. Abreu. Born in
1831, Francisco P. Abreu, son of
Ramon and Pelegrina (Dominguez)
Abreu, as a young man became a
respected businessman in Santa Fe
where he operated a small mercantile store. Then, with the onset
of the Civil War he commenced a
distinguished military career. In
July of 1861 twenty-nine year old
Francisco recruited a company of
soldiers at Santa Fe and marched
with them to Fort Union where
they were all mustered into the
New Mexico Volunteers. He subsequently served as an officer of
increasing rank and distinction
until the end of the Civil War in
1865. During his four years of military service, he was almost continuously engaged in often futile

efforts to protect New Mexico settlements from Indian depredations. At different times, he was
engaged with operations against
Apaches, Navajos, Kiowas, and
other western tribes. Francisco P.
Abreu, who "possessed a record
without demerit," was greatly
respected by the soldiers who
served under him as well as by senior military officers. He rose to
command the First New Mexico
Infantry and finished his career as
a colonel who ultimately served as
commanding officer at Fort Union
and other military posts. Because
of the general respect for him, he
was often selected to preside at
court marshal trials. His was truly a
distinguished military career.
Newer Generations.
The Abreu family continues to
serve New Mexico. On a personal
note, the author first encountered
the clan when he was a student at
New Mexico Highlands University
in the 1950s. At that time, brothers
Ernest and Leland Abreu were
respected student athletes at the
university and later had distinguished teaching careers. In more
recent years, the author has come
to claim educator, Dr. James Abreu,
as a friend with whom he shares a
common interest in New Mexico
history.

A "Railroad Town" Is Getting More Books While Recognizing Its History
Carrizozo and Educator and Historian Bill Thorpe Celebrates the Local Heritage
By Dr. Cynthia E. Orozco, Eastern New Mexico University, Ruidoso and HSNM Board Member

Bill Thorpe with one of his early
favorite books, The Desert of Wheat: A
Story of the Riders of the Dawn
by Zane Grey

In recent years, Carrizozo, a
small town located in the northern
end of the Tularosa Basin at the
junction of U.S. Highways 54 and
380 in Lincoln County, has been
undergoing a revival. In recognition of this accomplishment, this
past April, 2017, the town held its
"Carrizozo Celebrate Your History"
event, spotlighting its new designation as a National Historic District
and the opening of Carrizozo
Community Public Library &
Archives. One of the major sponsors of new library is the Lincoln
County Historical Society, whose
headquarters and archives will be
in the library’s building. The soci2 - La Crónica Summer 2017

ety's archives had been located in
Carrizozo before 2004, and most
recently had been housed in the
town of Lincoln, New Mexico. In
an era when libraries and archives
are becoming less defined by physical books, this "railroad town" is
getting more books.
Several speakers were invited
to the day-long event, including
HSNM's board member Kathy
Flynn, Executive Director of the
National New Deal Preservation
Association. One of the honored
speakers was Bill Thorpe, historian
and retired educator, who spoke of
his eighty-two year love affair with
New Mexico history and books. "I
grew up with books," Thorpe said.
He continued, "Books were considered special," adding that "books
were my friends."
Thorpe reminded his audience
that books in the old days were given as gifts for Christmas and birthdays. The retired teacher also
spoke about his personal library of
some 6,000 books. He noted early
favorites, such as The Desert of
Wheat, by Zane Gray, and The
Texas Rangers, by Walter Prescott
Webb. Speaking of New Mexico
history books, Thorpe called attention to the work of local historian
Johnson Stearn, especially his 1987
book, The Carrizozo Story.
Bill Thorpe's love affair with
New Mexico history began early.
He was born in Artesia, New

Mexico, where his parents owned a
filling station. There he had his first
introduction to the region's stories
when he saw antlers surrounding a
saddle that allegedly belonged to
Billy the Kid hanging on the wall of
his parents' business. Growing up,
Thorpe also listened to the tales of
the old timers as they gathered
around the fire.
In 1957 Thorpe moved to
Carrizozo to teach at the local
school. His stay got off to a rocky
start when upon his arrival he
could not find a place to stay in
town as its only two motels were
full. Not deterred, he drove to
Lincoln and stayed at the Lincoln
Hotel, greeted by Ernie Primm who
introduced him to the town of
Lincoln. As Thorpe settled into the
community of Carrizozo, he met
Mary Johnson at the school superintendent's office. She was related
to Emil Fritz, a participant of the
Lincoln County War. But it was
Truman Spencer of the Bar W
Ranch near Carrizozo who really
got him interested in studying -the
Lincoln County War.
At his talk at "Carrizozo
Celebrates Your History," Thorpe
opined that Billy the Kid is the
greatest Western legend and is
even better known than George
Washington. He also reminisced
about when New Mexico legislator
Dub Williams, of Lincoln County,
tried to get Billy the Kid's body

moved from Fort Sumner to
Lincoln.
He concluded his talk by
reviewing some little known facts
of history of Carrizozo. He noted
that land owned by Lawrence
Murphy, a major player in the

Advertisement from the Carrizozo
News, June 12, 1908, advertising the
upcoming Fourth of July celebration
during the heyday of Carrizozo.
continued on page 4 

Meet the Officers and Board of the
Historical Society of New Mexico
Introduction
The Historical Society of New
Mexico was established in 1859 to preserve the history of New Mexico.
Although the Civil War disrupted its
operations, HSNM was reorganized in
1881 and resumed collecting items of
historical interest and providing lectures for its members. Two years later
its collection had grown to the point
the organization required permanent
quarters to house and display the artifacts. As a result, the HSNM moved
into the east end of the Palace of the
Governors as a museum. By the mid1920s HSNM hit tough times, and its
museum was taken over by the
Museum of New Mexico, which had
been located in the west end of the
Palace of Governors a few years earlier.
Even without a physical museum
and collection, the Historical Society
of New Mexico still pursued its mission
of preserving and disseminating the
history of New Mexico. Up to 1960 the
Society partnered with the State of
New Mexico in a variety of areas to fulfill this mission. As the partnership
with the state government ended,
HSNM reorganized and reincorporated. Today the Society is a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit educational organization
that is operated by an all-volunteer
board and has no paid staff or office.
This all-volunteer board is a key
component in HSNM continuing its
mission of preserving and disseminating the history of New Mexico. Our
board members represent all facets of
the history world within the state and
bring a wide variety of experiences to
the table. Consequently, La Crónica is
launching this new feature to introduce the members of HSNM to the
organization's officers and board of
directors. These men and women are a
great resource of HSNM.
Dennis Reinhartz
President of HSNM
Dennis Reinhartz is the newly
elected president of the Historical
Society of New Mexico, having been
chosen at the 2017 Annual Meeting of
the Society.
He received his BA and MA
degrees in history from Rutgers

University and his Ph.D. from New
York University. After a forty-year university teaching career, Dennis retired
in 2008 from The University of Texas at
Arlington and is an emeritus professor
of history and Russian. He also taught
at his alma mater Rutgers University,
the New Jersey Institute of Technology,
James Madison University, Bridgewater
College, University of London, and
Oxford University. Throughout his
prestigious career, Dennis earned several teaching awards.
While teaching, Dennis offered
courses in world history, modern
European history, Russian and East
European history, modern Chinese
history, transatlantic discovery and
exploration, history of cartography,
and historical methodology and theory. He is also the author or editor of
fourteen books and numerous book
chapters and scholarly articles related
to his fields of interest.
Dennis has also offered his services to a variety of organizations. He is
past president of The Society for the
History of Discoveries, Arid Lands
Studies Association, Western Social
Science Association, and Texas Map
Society. Currently, in addition to being
President of HSNM, he is also the current vice chair of the New Mexico
Humanities Council.
HSNM welcomes Dennis Reinhartz
as its newly-elected President as he
brings us the benefits of his broad historical background and his experience
with a variety of organizations.

Dennis Reinhartz, newly elected
HSNM President

President's Message
Dear HSNM Members,
I am deeply honored to have been elected president of our Society for the
next two years. I have been told that we are the oldest historical society west of
the Mississippi, and I sincerely hope that I can live up to the traditions, aspirations, and responsibilities of leadership of the Society to help guide it into the
future.
The transition between now Past President Janet Saiers and me is proceeding apace and smoothly. I heartily congratulate her on a job exceptionally well
done during her four years as President of the Society; we owe her a great deal.
I am indebted to her for all that she taught me in preparation about the presidency in the year I was First Vice President and for her continuing advice since
April. And I know that I shall be able to rely on her knowledge and skills during
my presidency.
The July HSNM Board Meeting in Albuquerque focused primarily on planning for the Society's future. Leadership, finances, membership, rebranding and
recasting the Society's image, and future annual meetings, among others, were
all items on the agenda. The Society's leadership will engage many of these
issues and others for some time to come.
As did many of you, I truly enjoyed our joint conference in Flagstaff with
the Arizona Historical Society in April. I convey our thanks to its leaders for
hosting an excellent meeting. I also personally thank them for awarding me the
Don Bufkin Award for my paper on territorial history and cartography. The
planning for the 2018 annual meeting on April 19-21 in Alamogordo is moving
ahead. You will hear much more about it in the months to come.
I feel privileged and look forward to being your president.
Dennis Reinhartz
Prisident, Historical Society of New Mexico

2017 Annual Meeting of the
Historical Society of New Mexico
The 2017 Annual Meeting of the
Historical Society of New Mexico was
held on Friday, April 21, during the
2017 Arizona-New Mexico Joint
History Convention in Flagstaff,
Arizona. Declaring there was a quorum, HSNM President Janet Saiers
opened the meeting with a short summary of the activities and accomplishments of HSNM during the past year.
Robert Tórrez, chair of the
Nominating Committee, oversaw this
year's election of HSNM officers and
board members. The following slate
was unanimously approved:
Officers:
President—Dennis
Reinhartz; 2nd Vice President—Nancy
Owen Lewis; Secretary—Baldwin G.
Burr;Treasurer—Roberta Scott
Members at Large:John P. Bloom;
Kathryn Flynn; John LeMay; Richard
Melzer; Melissa T. Salazar; Robert J.
Tórrez

The membership also approved a
series of amendments to the HSNM ByLaws that eliminate the officer position of "2nd Vice President," and
renames the "1st Vice President" to just
"Vice President." The third amendment
adds language to clarify that the Vice
President position is to be trained to be
prepared to take over the duties of the
President to allow for a smooth transition. All approved changes will take
effect at the Annual Meeting in 2019.
The meeting ended as the board
and members thanked Janet Saiers for
all of the hard work she has done on
behalf of the Historical Society of New
Mexico during her tenure as President
(2013-2017). And everyone also welcomed Dennis Reinhartz as the incoming president. Please see the article on
Dennis under "Meet the Officers and
Board Members of HSNM."

History Scholar's Program 2017
Call for Applications
Deadline for Applications November 30, 2017
Sponsored by the Office of the State Historian, the Historical Society of New Mexico, and the Center for Regional
Studies
at the University of New Mexico
For more information see HSNM website at www.hsnm.org

Please visit Historical Society of New Mexico web site!
www.hsnm.org
Save the Date
2018 New Mexico History Conference
April 19-21, 2018
New Mexico State University-Alamogordo, New Mexico
La Crónica Summer 2017 - 3

Pat Garrett ... (continued from page 1)
Before a large crowd of about
150 people, Scott Krahling in his
opening remarks noted that the
event was also dedicated to the

Susannah Garrett with others looking at
the lease between Poe Garrett and Wayne
Brazel in 1907, one piece in the story of
tensions between Pat Garrett and Brazel.

memory of Cal Traylor, a dedicated
researcher of the life of Pat Garrett.
Traylor passed away a couple of
years ago. Next Krahling introduce

a very special guest, Susannah
Garrett, granddaughter of Pat
Garrett
Guest speakers for the day
were Rick Hendricks, Angelica
Valenzuela, and Arizona State
University Professor Emeritus
Robert "Bob" Stahl. All spoke on
the value of local repositories within the State of New Mexico and
their value as research tools. They
also spoke to the need to preserve
these documents. Dr. Stahl's
explained how to understand this
short, one-page document, especially why such an important document is so succinct, in the context
of how coroner's juries functioned.
He also spoke on the importance
of preserving such documents.
Doña Ana County Clerk's
Office continued to seek addition-

Dr. Robert Stahl with his wife Nancy at
the murder site of Pat Garrett.

al funds to maintain their efforts in
organizing and preserving the public documents in their holdings.
Krahling, in an interview with a
local newspaper, reiterated, "Our
goal is to provide full access to the
public." He continued, "Since family roots run deep in Doña Ana
County, our hope is that these documents enrich our stories and get
more people excited about our history and culture."

Transcript of Coroner Jury's
Report on the Death of Pat Garrett
Las Cruces N Mex
Feby 29, 1908
We the undersigned Justice of the
Peace and Coroners Jury have
attended the investigation of the
body of Pat Garrett who was reported dead within the limits of Precinct
No 20, county of Dona Ana &
Territory of New Mexico or about
five miles north east of the town of
Las Cruces and find that the
deceased came to his death by gun
shot wounds inflicted by one Wayne
Brazel.
Manuel Lopez
Justice of the Peace District No 20
D. F. Baker, Foreman Jury
Hugh Clary
V. B. May
C. S. Pedregon
J. A. Sattley
Fay Sperry

Remarks by Dr. Robert J. Stahl at the
Doña Ana County Clerk's Office's Unveiling of the Pat Garrett Coroner's Jury Report in Las Cruces on June 16, 2017
By Dr. Robert J. Stahl
Good morning ladies and gentlemen, honored guests, historians, citizens of Doña Ana County, members of
the county government, and members
of the Doña Ana County Courthouse
staff. I am honored to be here this
morning for this very important event
in the history of the official courthouse records of Doña Ana County,
New Mexico. Having some semblance
of Pat Garrett, the man, in the context
of 1908 Las Cruces, I am of the opinion
that if Pat Garrett himself were here
today, he might have opened with a
welcoming comment, something like:
"Greetings honorable and in some
instances less-than-honorable men
and women of Doña Ana County,
towns folk, rascals, scoundrels, politicians, courthouse officials, my very
few friends, and my many enemies-the
latter of which I am sure are very glad
I am at last dead."
I congratulate the staff of the
County Clerk's office for what it has
done to date in searching through the
old records and to move towards
recording, filing, describing the
records found, and making these documents available to an eager and
growing public. You have a gold mine
of documents that are and will continue to be of great interest to historians,
history buffs, genealogists, and people
researching family histories. What you
have done so far is the tip of the iceberg of unveiling important documents of this county's history. I wish
you well in getting the funding needed
to complete your many tasks.
Today we are privileged at long
last after 108 years to view this particular coroner's jury report, which reads
"We the undersigned Justice of the
Peace and Coroners Jury have attended the investigation of the body of Pat
Garrett who was reported dead within
the limits of Precinct No. 20, County of
Dona Ana & Territory of New Mexico
on about five miles north east of the
town of Las Cruces and find that the
deceased came to his death by gun
shot wounds inflicted by one Wayne
Brazel."
Many of you are likely expecting a
long report that describes in detail
many facts about what the jury saw
when they saw Garrett's body alongside the road and what they thought
was worthy of recording, especially
given the reputation of Pat Garrett and
the shocking news that he had been
killed years after he ceased being a
sheriff of Doña Ana County. For those
4 - La Crónica Summer 2017

people, when you see and read the
Garrett coroner's jury report you will
be both surprised and disappointed by
how short it is and how little information is recorded in it.
Before the report is unveiled, let us
take a moment and consider this jury's
activities and its written report in the
context of the era. Nineteen hundred
and eight was in New Mexico's prestatehood Territorial days. Coroner's
juries were assembled at the instance
of a violent death or a death under
unusual circumstances. The elected
county coroner and justice of the
peace of a particular voting precinct
where a dead body was located were
the only ones who could legally
assemble a coroner's jury made up of
an all-male, six-man jury consisting of
men of that precinct. The justice of the
peace or coroner selected the president or foreman of the jury. A primary
task of the jury was to identify the
body. The justice of the peace or coroner were not members of the jury, but
were present to guide the jury through
its investigative and decision-making
activities and to make sure the jury
president created a final written report
of the jury's findings and to make sure
each juror signed the final report.
Typically the jury reached and recorded its verdict as to their view of the category of death of the particular individual. The justice of the peace or
coroner then was responsible for signing off on the jury's report and make
sure that it was delivered to the county's courthouse, usually the Probate
Court Clerk, for recording and filing.
At no time during Territorial days
were there specific detailed guidelines
to direct the jury during its investigation or to dictate the kinds of decisions
it had to make or record. For instance
there were no guidelines as to whether
or not they needed to interview eyewitnesses to the killing or the known
or suspected murderer himself or herself. There were no guidelines as to
whether or not they reported on the
disposition or position of the body, or
guidelines they record the manner of
death. There was no official form or
format for the written report. The decisions as to what to do and what decisions needed to be recorded were up
to the jury's president or foreman with
suggestions from the justice of the
peace or coroner. In other words, they
could record what they wanted and
decide what language to use to report
their final decisions. Given this lack of

guidance, and as we might suspect,
some coroner's jury reports were relatively detailed while others were very
sparse with few details.
At the beginning of the Territory of
New Mexico in 1850, all official documents were to be written in Spanish.
However, during the latter part of the
1800s and early 1900s, official documents were being written in English.
This jury's report is consistent with this
trend to record in English.
What is interesting, but not
uncommon for the time, is that this
particular report for Pat Garrett was
not very detailed or specific. For
instance, they did not report details of
the specific place where they found his
body, such as it was alongside the road
to Garrett's Bear Canyon ranch, about
five miles northeast of Las Cruces.
They did not report an approximate
time of death. They did not record
they found Garrett having been shot in
the back of the neck with the bullet
exiting just above his left eye and shot
again in the chest at about the seventh
rib. They did not record which bullet
wound was the first inflicted on
Garrett. They did not note that it was
odd that Garrett was shot from behind
in the neck with the second shot fired
from the front. They did not record
whether the bullet wounds were or
seemed to be from the same gun or
type of gun. They did not record the
position of the body, which would
have noted Garrett was lying on his
back with arms outstretched. They did
not record that Pat Garrett was
unarmed. They did not record that
Garrett's pants were partly pulled
down and that his pants was wet due
to urine. They did not record that
Wayne Brazel was the self-confessed
killer of Garrett. They did not record
whether they interviewed Garrett's
killer and, if so, what he told them.
They did not record whether they
interviewed Carl Adamson of Roswell,
the only other known eyewitness present at the time of the killing, and if so,
what he told them. They failed to
obtain information about the body
and wounds from a physician who
made the trip to the murder site and
remained there during much of the
time the jury was at the scene. They
failed to record a verdict-such as
whether at the time of their meeting
they considered the shooting death an
instance of first- or second-degree
murder, justifiable homicide, a murder
in self-defense, an accident, a suicide,

or some other type of homicide. Such
information in this particular coroner's jury report would leave us with
more information as to exactly what
they saw and heard at the murder site
and what their opinion was of the
nature of the killing. Any of these
would have made this particular jury's
report far more interesting and
informative.
What might surprise many of you
is that even with a coroner's jury
report, abundant newspaper articles, a
later physician's report, and a later
murder trial that included eyewitness
Adamson's very ambiguous and somewhat contradictory testimony, Wayne
Brazel was acquitted of this murder,
leaving Garrett's death one of the most
famous unsolved murder case in the
history of New Mexico.
We can only speculate that had
the coroner's jury report been far
more detailed and had it contained
specific statements by both Adamson
and Brazel on the site of the murder,
there might have been a very different
decision given at Brazel's murder trial
conducted over a year after the murder. Today, given the wounds on
Garrett's body, the fact James B. 'Jim'
Miller-who conspiracy theorists claim
was the real killer of Garrett-was in Las
Cruces during the entire time Garrett
was on the road to that town, circumstantial evidence, and sound reasoning, it is clear that Wayne Brazel indeed
was the lone murderer of Garrett, firing the first shot from his horse into
Garrett's neck and, after dismounting,
firing the second shot to Garrett's midsection after Garrett was sprawled out
on the ground, already dead from the
first shot.
I wanted to point out these details
because as a historian it is important
that people have an accurate understanding of the context of an old document, event, or situation so that they
'make sense' of something that happened 'way back then' as people living
then most likely would have done. I
hope that my words helped your
understanding of Garrett's death and
of this document, including the words
that were included and not included
in it.
What also might surprise many of
you is that there is no official death
certificate for Patrick Floyd Garrett in
the files of the New Mexico State
Bureau of Vital Records. In Territorial
days, coroner's jury reports were
continued on page 7 

2017 Arizona-New Mexico History Convention
The Historical Society of New Mexico held this year's history conference as a joint meeting with the Arizona History Convention on April 20-22 in Flagstaff, Arizona.
Held at the Little America Hotel, the conference was a great success with an official tally of 347 attendees, including a large turnout of New Mexico history lovers. After
a whirlwind of several sessions covering many aspects of the history of the twin territories, the conference culminated in the Saturday night Awards Banquet. The
Arizona History Convention presented its paper awards followed by the Historical Society of New Mexico announcing its 2017 Award winners.
Edgar Lee Hewett Award

Gaspar Pérez de Villagrá Award

OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC AS
RELATED TO NEW MEXICO HISTORY

OUTSTANDING PUBLICATION IN NEW MEXICO

Fray Francisco Atanasio Domínguez
Award

OR BORDERLANDS HISTORY

SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO HISTORIC SURVEY

Ethan Ortega, Historic Site Ranger,
Coronado Historic Site
AND Los Alamos Historical Society
and Los Alamos County

Nancy Owen Lewis for Chasing the
Cure in New Mexico: Tuberculosis
and the Quest for Health (Museum of
New Mexico Press)

AND RESEARCH IN THE BORDERLANDS

Joseph P. Sanchez and Bruce A.
Erickson for From Saltillo, Mexico, to
San Antonio and East Texas: A
Historical Guide to El Camino Real de
Tierra Afuera and El Camino Real de
los Tejas during the Spanish Colonial
Period (Rio Grande Books)
Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO
NEW MEXICO CREATIVE ARTS)

Don Bullis (left) presenting award to
Ethan Ortega

Janet Saiers (left) presenting the
award to Nancy Owen Lewis

Jann H. Gilmore for Olive Rush:
Finding Her Place in the Santa Fe Arts
Colony (Museum of New Mexico
Press)

L. Bradford Prince Award
SIGNIFICANT WORK IN HISTORIC
PRESERVATION IN NEW MEXICO

Old Santa Fe Association

Arizona), "Reconsidering Federal
Infrastructure in New Mexico, 18481858: A Spatial History"
• Tucson Corral of the Westerners
Bruce J. Dinges Award—David
Devine, "Showdown in Yuma: The
1877 Southern Pacific Railroad
Bridge Battle"
• C. L. Sonnichsen Award for Best
Journal of Arizona History Article—
Nick Di Taranto, "A Mountain in a
Sea of Sprawl: Preserving Phoenix's
Camelback Mountain, 1954-1960
(Spring 1916)
• Don Bufkin Prize—Dennis Reinhartz,
"Together toward Statehood, 18631912: New Mexico and Arizona
Together on Popular Maps and What
They Show"

New Mexico Historical Review
Gilberto Espinosa Award
Paul Andrew Hutton, "The Fearless
Leader of a Desperate Band: Paddy
Graydon in the Apache and Civil
Wars," vol. 91, no. 4 (Fall 2016): 373-408.

Georgia Strickfaden accepting on
behalf of the Los Alamos Historical
Society and Los Alamos County
Lansing B. Bloom Award
OUTSTANDING PUBLICATION AN INSTITUTION
AFFILIATED WITH HSNM

Historic Santa Fe Foundation
Newsletter by the Historic Santa Fe
Foundation

Janet Saiers (left) presenting the
award to John Pen La Farge,
President of the Old Santa Fe
Association
Remaining winners:
Fabiola Cabeza de Baca Award

Paul Andrew Hutton receiving his
award from New Mexico Historical
Review Editor Durwood Ball

For more information on the
Historical Society of New Mexico
Awards Program and a list of past
recipients, please visit the HSNM
website at:
http://www.hsnm.org/awards-2/

OUTSTANDING PUBLICATION RELATING
TO DOMESTIC LIFE

Anita Rodríguez for Coyota in the
Kitchen: A Memoir of New and Old
Mexico (University of New Mexico
Press)

Pete Warzel, Historical Santa Fe
Foundation Executive Director

(All photographs of HSNM Award winners
by Sherry Robinson)

2017 Arizona History Convention
Award Winners
• Barry M. Goldwater Award-Best
Convention
Paper—Heidi
J.
Osselaer, "The Even Stranger Story
of Wayne Brazel: Reopening a
Century-Old Cold Case."
• Valeen T. Avery Collegiate AwardAmado Reyes Guzman (University of

A Railroad town ... (continued from page 2)
Lincoln County War, was given to
Thomas B. Catron, a lawyer and
prominent member of the Santa Fe
Ring, as payment for his services.
Catron then sold the land to a
British investment company. In
turn, William McDonald of White
Oaks, an employee of the British
firm, bought the land. That same
land became the basis of the town
of Carrizozo.
Unfortunately, Bill Thorpe's talk
at the event was cut short by time.
There was so much more he could
have talked about of the many layers of the town's and Tularosa
Basin's history For example, the
nearby lava beds in the Bureau of
Land Management Valley of Fires
Recreation Area constitute one of
the first geographic marker's of the
area's history. Prehistoric Indians
and later the Mescalero Apaches
were some of the first to make the
Carrizozo area their homeland. In
the 1860s Hispanic settlers migrated to the region, claiming land that
they eventually lost to Lawrence
Murphy, who formally filed claims

on the land. Nearby White Oaks
represented the mining story of the
area, being a boom town from the
1880s to the early 1900s and boasting over $2 million in mined ore.
But in the late 1890s the arrival
of the railroad changed the events
of the region. When the El Paso &
Northwestern Railway was looking
to select a site to serve its trains, it
looked to the boom town of White
Oaks. However, when White Oaks
tried to charge the railroad big
money to pass through it, the El
Paso & Northwestern Railway
decided to bypass the town and
instead helped to develop the new
town of Carrizozo.
Carrizozo has since been
defined by the railroad. With the
decline of White Oaks with the closure of nearby mines, Carrizozo
saw its heyday from 1900 to 1920.
The railroad built a depot and
roundhouse. In fact, local historian
Johnson Stearns's father, O. C.
Stearn, worked on the switch
engine crew. Carrizozo was the first
town in Lincoln County to have a

Masthead of the Carrizozo Outlook, the second newspaper in Carrizozo.

high school, which opened in
1909. Capitan did not build one
until the 1920s, followed by
Ruidoso in the 1950s. The small
railroad town also gained prominence when its resident, William
McDonald, served as New Mexico's
first governor under statehood.
With the decline in Lincoln's population combined with the New
Mexico state statute that required
county seats to have a railroad, the
Lincoln County seat was moved to
Carrizozo in 1913. The town continued to grow, and by the 1920s
about 2,500 people lived there.
The 1930s saw significant
Civilian Conservation Corps activity, including the building of the
Lincoln County School Library
and the Women's Club in 1937. In
the 1940s the residents of Carrizozo

witnessed some forty trains a day
running through the town during
World War II, especially in 1945 as
the Manhattan Project prepared to
test the atomic bomb at McDonald
Ranch, now known as Trinity Site,
located just fifty-three miles to the
southeast.
As diesel engines appeared in
the 1950s, the railroad's significance in Carrizozo diminished as
the new engines required fewer
workers. As a result, the town of
Carrizozo declined, but it would
still serve as a crossroads for automobile traffic at the intersection of
U.S. Highways 54 and 380.
Since 1960 things have been
tough for the little town, but with
the combined efforts of a variety of
people it has continued to strive
continued on page 5 
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Apache Land from Those Who Live It by
Keith J. Humphries Available Again

Keith Humphries by some of his
artwork at the Branigan Library in
Las Cruces in 2001.
Apache Land from Those Who
Lived It, authored by Keith J.
Humphries, has been reprinted by
Geronimo Springs Museum in
Truth or Consequences. The book
is a unique blend of oral history,
art, and historic photographs that
would make a great addition to the

sought out the men and women
who gave him first-hand accounts,
shared their photographs, and
took him to the locations of historic events.
His interviews included George
Coe, who fought with Billy the Kid;
Sadie Orchard, the Hillsboro
Madame; Billy Bates, who was a
packer for the Ninth Cavalry;
Natividad Padilla, whose father
worked the lost Spanish mine in
the Caballo Mountains; and many
others. The stories range in time
from the late Spanish period until
the beginning of the twentieth century and cover west Texas, southern New Mexico, and northern
Mexico.
After retirement Humphries
took painting lessons and produced over eighty oil paintings
depicting the events described by
the old timers. Some of these
paintings illustrate the stories in
Apache Land from Those Who

New Books for your New
Mexico History Bookshelf
Compiled by Richard Melzer

Matthew
Babcock.
Apache
Adaptation to Hispanic Rule.
Cambridge:
Cambridge
University Press, 2016.
Flannery Burke. A Land Apart: The
Southwest and the Nation in the
Twentieth Century. Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 2017.
Robert Con Davis-Undiano. Mestizos
Come Home! Making and
Claiming Mexican American
Identity. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2017.
Robert K. DeArment. Man-Hunters
of the Old West. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press,
2017.
John L. Kessell. Whither the Waters:
Mapping the Great Basin from
Bernardo de Miera to John C.
Albuquerque:
Frémont.
University of New Mexico Press,
2017.
Kishbaugh, Alan L. Deep Waters:
Frank Waters Remembered in
Letters
and
Commentary.
Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2017.
Janne Lahti, ed. Soldiers in the
Southwest Borderlands, 18481886. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2017.

Artwork by Keith Humphries from his book Apache Land From Those Who
Lived It—"Los Salineros—The salt hauler's left the saltbed 25 miles north of San
Augustine Springs two or three days before. They are shown here 3 miles from
the springs which they left before dawn and now after sun-up approaching the
Pass with 12 miles to go before reaching Don Ana sometime after dark. A hard 4
days if Apaches are quiet."

book shelf of anyone interested in
the old west.
Keith Humphries was born in
1907 and lived his life in west Texas
and southern New Mexico.
Fascinated by the stories he heard
from cowboys, Texas Rangers, cavalrymen, and Mexicans who had
experienced the Old West first
hand, Keith decided at an early age
that their stories must live on.
During his college years he actively

Lived It. After his death, the
Geronimo Springs Museum was
able to acquire the collection of
Humphries's original paintings,
where they now can be viewed.
In honor of the importance of
Humphries's collection of oral histories, painting, and writings, he
was the recipient of several awards.
The Doña Ana County Historical
Society recognized his contribucontinued on page 7 

Artwork by Keith Humphries from his book Apache Land From Those Who
Lived It—"Dead Man's Mine—Looking north and approaching the real "Stairway
to the Gods (Apache gods)." Deadman's Mine has hung tenaciously on Eyebrow
Ledge since Spanish times (1822) and on the west side of the Caballos
Mountains, 70 miles north of Las Cruces, New Mexico.
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Victoria Lamont. Westerns: A
Women's History. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press,
2016.
Jack Loeffler and Meredith
Davidson, eds. Voices of
Counterculture
in
the
Southwest. Santa Fe: Museum of
New Mexico Press, 2017.
Douglas C. McChristian. Regular
Army O! Soldiering on the
Western Frontier, 1865-1891.
Norman:
University
of
Oklahoma Press, 2017.

Historic Route 66: A New
Mexican Crossroad, Essays on the
Hispanic Heritage of Old
Highway 66,
by Joseph P. Sánchez and Angélica
Sánchez-Clark
The history of Historic Route 66
is much more than a line on a
map; it is about the heritage of a
people who lived along it. The
essays in this new book published
by Rio Grande Press goes beyond
just a simple narrative of the history of how the portion of Highway
66 through New Mexico came to
be. The authors also tell about the
people who used the road as a life
line for medical purposes, foodstuffs, and commerce, as well as for
the transport of livestock and
things. These are the human-interest stories of those that shaped the
significance of Historic Route 66 as
a part of our national heritage.
This book resulted from a preliminary study carried out by the
Spanish Colonial Research Center
at the University of New Mexico to

Corry McDonald. Wilderness: A
New Mexico Legacy. Santa Fe:
Sunstone Press, 2016.
Andrew E. Masich. Civil War in the
Southwest Borderlands, 18611867. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2017.
Ethelia Ruiz Medrano and Susan
Kellogg, eds. Negotiation within
Domination: New Spain's Indian
Pueblos Confront the Spanish
State. Boulder: University Press
of Colorado, 2016.
Gabriel Melendez. The Book of
Archives and Other Stories from
the Mora Valley, New Mexico.
Norman:
University
of
Oklahoma Press, 2017.
Peter Nabokov. How the World
Moves: The Odyssey of an
American Indian Family. New
York: Viking, 2016.
Vera Pedroncelli. Los Griegos
Remembered. Indianapolis: Dog
Ear Publishing, 2016.
Charles C. Poling and Jack M.
Campbell. Jack M. Campbell: The
Autobiography of New Mexico's
First
Modern
Governor.
Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2016.
Catherine Rainwater, ed. Leslie
Marmon Silko's Storyteller: New
Albuquerque:
Perspectives.
University of New Mexico Press,
2016.
Steven Rosales. Soldados Razos at
War: Chicano Politics, Identity,
and Masculinity in the U.S.
Military from World War II to
Vietnam. Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2017.
Roxanne Swentzell and Patricia M.
Perea, eds. The Pueblo Food
Experience Cookbook: Whole
Food of Our Ancestors. Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press,
2016.

Book cover Historic Route 66: A New
Mexican Corssroads

highlight the role of Hispanics as
participants in the historical
process that generated the heritage
of Historic Route 66 as a part of our
continued on page 7 

Historic Route 66... (continued from page 6)
national story. Their stories are a
part of a broader history that
involves untold histories of other
Hispanic communities along the
route in Texas, Arizona, and
California. Indeed, there are many
stories along the entire route of
Historic Route 66 from Chicago to
Los Angeles that need to be
remembered and preserved.
The route of Highway 66 follow
a corridor used for travel for centuries. Yet, like so many places with
Native American trails across the
United States, Europeans modified
the routes to fit the technology and
needs of the times. Since the end
of the sixteenth century, Hispanic
settlers and their descendants
broadened and extended those
pathways to connect towns, farms,
and ranches. In many ways,
Hispanics as they settled and developed their towns set the pattern for
several transportation corridors
and their attendant junctions at
trails that would be used well into
the modern day. Today's Big I in
Albuquerque that forms the crossroads between I-25 and I-40 is a
part of that story. The significance
of the cultural heritage of the corridor along Historic Route 66 can-

not be understated.
The authors, Joseph P. Sánchez
and Angélica Sánchez-Clark, both
have a long history with the
National Park Service studying
various aspects of Latino history in
the Southwest. Joseph P. Sánchez,
Ph.D., currently is the director of
the Spanish Colonial Research
Center and editor of the Colonial
Latin America Historical Review,
both are housed at the University
of New Mexico. He retired from the
National Park Service in 2014, having served from 2003 to his retirement as superintendent of the
Petroglyph National Monument
outside of Albuquerque. He is also
the author of numerous articles,
papers, and books. Angelíca
Sánchez-Clark is currently a historian with the National Park Service
National Trail Intermountain
Region, tasked with research and
conducting community outreach
to underrepresented and underserved Hispanic and other traditional communities along El
Camino Real de Tierra Adentro, El
Camino Real de los Tejas, Old
Spanish national historic trails.
Sánchez-Clark also has authored
numerous publications.

A Railroad town ... (continued from page 5)
for a revival. Even Hollywood has
also played a role in this renewal
when in 2009 the filming of The
Book of Eli, starring Denzel
Washington, took over a block of
the town for almost two months.
One component of the town's
revival is its growing art community. Artists such as Warren
Malkerson, Rick Geary, and santera Polly Chavez have found a
niche here. Carrizozo is also home
to unique burro statues posted
across the town. Today, 12th Street
in this small town is dotted by art
galleries, including the largest photography gallery in New Mexico,
the Tularosa Basin Gallery of
Photography. In recognition of this
gallery's success, the New Mexico

ing the pamphlet "A Tour of
Historic Buildings in Carrizozo,
New Mexico" in 1998. She also profiled the architecture and carpentry of Frank English, who built thirty houses and structures in
Carrizozo before World War II.
Buffington along with other members of the Carrizozo Historical
Society created the Carrizozo
Heritage Museum in 2003, converting the old Frozen Foods Locker
building into the new museum.
Polly E. Chavez continues the work
of Stearns and Buffington, writing
as a guest columnist for the
Ruidoso Downs to keep the readers
informed of the history of
Carrizozo and local events that celebrate that diverse history.

Masthead of the Carrizozo News, one of two newspapers in the bustling railroad town.

Magazine chose Tularosa Basin
Gallery of Photography as the site
for the "16th Annual New Mexico
Magazine Photography Contest
Winners'
Exhibition,"
which
opened on January 28, 2017, and
will run through September of
2017.
Bill Thorpe along with other
historians have also dedicated
themselves to preserving the stories of Carrizozo's past. Small-town
historians Johnson Stearns, Anne
Buffington, and Polly Chavez continue to find interesting stories.
Stearns in 1987 self-published
Carrizozo Story, and in celebrating
the town's centennial in 1999 he
co-authored with Anne Buffington
Looking Back: A Photographic
History of Old Carrizozo. Anne
Buffington is known for her study
of the buildings of Carrizozo, creat-

The event of "Carrizozo
Celebrating Your History" illustrated the enthusiasm and dedication
of the people of this small railroad
town to finish its return to a vibrant
community. Carrizozo not only is
getting more books with the opening of its new public library, it is
also now on the path to continue
its revival as it successfully creates
and sustains pride in its local heritage and art, as seen through the
efforts of those like educator and
historian Bill Thorpe.
Cynthia Orozco serves as
Professor of History and
Humanities at Eastern New
Mexico University, Ruidoso. She
is also a current board member
of the Historical Society of New
Mexico.

Apache Land ... (continued from page 6)

Artwork by Keith Humphries from his book Apache Land From Those Who
Lived It—"Contrabandistas—Las Palomas, N.M.T. Here operated the most notorious dealer in contraband - selling guns and ammo to the Apaches during the
outbreak of Chief Victorio from the Mescalero Reservation in 1879-'80. Shown
here is Juan Felano's store on the east side of the compound; the gate being
near the southeast corner, showing the nearby river."

tions
when
they
inducted
Humphries into their Hall of Fame
in 1978. The historical society in
2011 posthumously honored
Humphries once again for his work
and publication of Apache Land
from Those Who Lived It with their
Heritage Award. Humphries was
also recognized on a state level in
2000 when the Department of
Cultural Affairs New Mexico
Historic Preservation Division
awarded him with a New Mexico
Historic Preservation Award for
"Outstanding Accomplishment for
Lifetime Achievement in Documenting
Southern New Mexico Oral
Traditions and the History of the
19th century."
Keith's passion for these stories,
paintings, and photographs are
bound together in this unusual and

delightful volume. Originally published in 1988, the limited first edition has long been out of print and
this volume has been produced as
a fundraiser for Geronimo Springs
Museum in Truth or Consequences,
New Mexico. This edition includes
a foreword by Karl Laumbach, a
biography of Keith Humphries by
Dan Aranda, and a fifty-eight-page
index by Dawn Santiago. Pete and
Morrie Drexler and David Soules
oversaw the production of this second edition. The second edition of
Apache Land from Those Who Live
It by Keith Humphries is available
on Amazon and from the
Geronimo Springs Museum in Truth
or Consequences, New Mexico. You
may contact the museum at
info@geronimospringsmuseum.com
or call them at (575) 894-6600.

Remarks by Dr. Robert J. Stahl...(continued from page 4)
accepted as equivalent to a death
report, so no death certificate was usually created. Another example of this
situation is that Billy the Kid's death on
July 15, 1881, was followed by an official coroner's jury report-which was
much more detailed that that for
Garrett—but no official death certificate was ever created for the Kid. In
fact tens of thousands of people who
died in New Mexico prior to statehood, with or without a coroner's jury
report, have never had death certificates created for them. In my mind, all
of these individuals whose deaths we
can verify deserve official death certificates.
What can be done about this situation? Currently the New Mexico
Office of the Medical Investigator,
housed at the University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, has the statutory authority to create an official death
certificate for Patrick Floyd Jarvis
Garrett based solely on the coroner's
jury report. This Office is the only one

in the state that can legally create a
death certificate based on a coroner's
jury report. Perhaps the Doña Ana
County Clerk's Office can petition the
New Mexico Office of the Medical
Investigator and request they take
steps to create this particular official
death certificate.
In closing, I wish to reiterate my
very best wishes for the County Clerk's
office in its attempts to find sufficient
funding to search through its gold
mine of documents and to make these
as available to the public as quickly as
possible. In doing so you will make significant progress in your efforts to provide an invaluable service for genealogists, historians, history bluffs, and
those involved in completing family
histories.
Dr. Robert J. Stahl is a historian,
Professor Emeritus at Arizona State
University-Tempe; and a member,
Scottsdale Corral of Westerners
International

Simmers homestead cabin ruins in Soledad Canyon
in Organ Mountains near Las Cruces
Photograph courtesy of Dawn Santiago
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Save the Date
2018 New Mexico History Conference
April 19-21, 2018
New Mexico State University-Alamogordo, New Mexico

Call For Papers
Deadline for submissions is October 31, 2017

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
P. O. Box 1912
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1912

2018 New Mexico History Conference
April 19-21, 2018
New Mexico State University-Alamogordo, New Mexico
The Historical Society of New Mexico invites papers, session proposals, and presentations for the 2018 New Mexico History Conference, to be held at the New
Mexico State University—Alamogordo, Alamogordo, New Mexico, April 19-21, 2018.
Conference sessions are 1½ hours (ninety minutes) in length. Most sessions consist of oral delivery of two or three papers or presentations, each between 20 to
30 minutes in length, including time for a moderator's introduction and questions from the audience.
Proposals for single presentations should be limited to one page in length, include presenter contact and brief biographical information, presentation title, a synopsis, and any technical support needed. Two or three single proposals will be matched with similar topics to constitute a full session.
Proposals for topical sessions occupying the full 1½ hour period are encouraged. These should include a proposed title for the session, names of presenters, titles
and synopsis of topics, a moderator, and contact information for all panel members. Digital projection systems and other audiovisual presentation equipment will
be available.
Papers on any aspect New Mexico history, the Southwest or Borderlands will be considered. However, individual papers and full sessions related to the history,
development and growth, and colorful and influential personalities of Otero County, the Tularosa Basin, and southern New Mexico.
Deadline for submissions is October 31, 2017. Proposals may be submitted as attachments to email at robertjtorrez@gmail.com or by mail to HSNM Program
Committee, P.O. Box 1912, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1912. Notification of acceptance will be sent in January 2018. To learn more about the Historical Society of New
Mexico, visit www.hsnm.org or if you have questions contact Robert J. Tórrez, Program Chair, at robertjtorrez@gmail.com or (505) 836-9699.

